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Book 97: The Picnic
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The Picnic

Compound Words:
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Plot Summary
The animal friends go on a picnic with Sam. Sam drives them to
the beach in his van. They have fun playing at the beach before
enjoying all kinds of delicious food. On the way home, they find
the road blocked by a fallen tree. Mat phones Nell for help. He
asks her to rescue them in her rowboat, but Nell has a better idea.
Story Questions (Comprehension)
1. page 3:

What does Kit pack for the picnic?

2. page 4:

Where do they meet Sam to go on the 			

picnic?
3. page 5:

Why do they need to stop at the farm before 		
going to the beach?

4. page 8:

What do Mat and Max do at the beach?

5. page 13: Why does Nell say she can’t use the rowboat?
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Will gets there in no time.
The tree is not too big for Will.
“Will, you are a big help. We can all be
home for bedtime now,” says Sam.
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Mat phones Nell for help.
“We cannot use the rowboat at night.
I know who can help.
Wait there at the roadside,” says Nell.
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“Sam, I will phone Nell.
She can get us in her rowboat.
We can then wait for Nell
back at the seaside,” says Mat.
12

“Sam has a picnic at the seaside today.
We all meet up at the school playground,”
says Max.
“Will we cycle to the beach?” says Mat.
“No, Sam will take us in his new van,”
says Kit.
1

“I like picnics.
Let’s go to the playground now,” says Mat.

On the way home,
Sam spots a big tree in the road.

“It’s not time to go. Mat, what food do you
like to take to the picnic?”

“Look, a tree fell from the hillside.
I cannot go on!” Says Sam.
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As daylight makes way for sunset,
they all sit at the fireside.
“Look at all the food!
This picnic is fun, Sam,” says Mit.
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“I like nuts and figs,” says Mat
“I like these cupcakes. Let’s take these
eggplants too,” says Max.
I’ll take this big sheet to sit on,” says Kit.
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When they get to the playground, Sam’s
van is on the roadside.
Mit, Nat and Phil the Lamb sit in the back
of the van.
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When playtime is up,
they all go to see the seashells.
“This big shell is like a horn,” says Nat.
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Mat and Max swim in the sea.
Ed, Nat and Sam play football.
They are happy to play in the sunlight.
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On the way, they sing fun songs.
They go to the farmyard to get Ed.
Nell has a big carrot cake for the picnic.
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At the seaside they set up for the picnic.
Sam lights a campfire to make hotdogs.
Kit lays the sheet on the sand.
Then they set all the food on the sheet.
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Phil and Kit look for seashells on the beach.
They find a very big shell in the seaweed.
Mit jogs with headphones on his head.
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